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ABSTRACT 

Women from past period to present period have been identified with multiple 

responsibilities in India’s social system. Truly all types of progress, development, improvement 

and moral characters are fostered by the women society, they dedicate most of their life time on 

children, family and husband development irrespective of any guilty and bias feelings because 

they born to serve and save family system of entire society therefore entire society and family 

system is properly directed and conducted by their marvellous thoughtful and trustworthy family 

development activities. Purity, spirituality, truthfulness and virginity are protected and thought to 

their children and family members with an aim to develop family system for make wholesome 

developments. By the presence of females in every family it is meant and seeming as a family 

system because family is run and developed by them with a dedicated responsibility without 

name sack responsibility .They are being centre of family and children’s future developments in 

a immaculate and systematic ways with an interest to protect their life in a very disciplined ways. 

They are considered and understood much more thousand time valuable and responsible 

creatures of god than male people because they are equalised and being parallel to the god 

exisistences thereby they must be respected and worshiped by all male peoples in all family 

system. Their role and presence is respected and welcomed by their children and family 

members for multiple and increase their family growth in all the aspects of future concern. Than 

male psychology their psychology plays much vital role in terms of nurturing and fostering of 

children life, old aged people’s life and family needs thereby thy are felt and understood by all 

male as equal to god and more than god .From Initial to end of their life have been working and 

toiling lot comparing to male people because male people will wind their role up to forty five 

and fifty even after that their responsibility is supported and backed by the female people. Men’s 

work and age to work is calculated up to forty after that their role and family system is 
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maintained and properly directed by them ,in this ways their conscious and moral role is needed 

and wanted to the whole family system for conduct and run family member’s life in a systematic 

and  ethical ways .Beyond this no happy and merry to any one of family members ,altogether 

their positive role toward developing entire family member’s life with a cemented and strong 

interests are considered as a positive and welfare making psychology of the women’s characters. 

 

1. Bearing Family’s responsibility 

After marriage of male and female in this civic society male’s role remains up 

to certain age is meant logically up to 45, after this age he is addicted to 

alcohol, become inability, disinterested to work, roaming irresponsibly, to 

rectify these mistakes female will struggle lot once it seems to be impossible 

she will load all family issues and responsibility on her shoulder toward 

protecting family dignity and respects. From lower work to upper work and 

from small work to hard work is done by the female members without stop and 

leisure with an interest to save and nurture their children’s life as well as 

family’s virtuosity. This is not a phenomena is written in this paper merely and 

blindly it was written by author actually and really be seen directly all these 

habits of married male people in his villages herby female people are tortured 

,met ugly situation and living uneasily since male people’s role became absent 

.If there were whatever role from the female sections toward protect family 

system it would not be considered consummated and satisfactorily because 

male’s cooperation and role is essential and necessary one which strengthens 

family situation and also protecting entire dignity of family members. Always 

family respects, virginity and responsibility is preserved and protected by the 

male people once it become absent it is undertaken by the female people with 

an aim to strengthen and sustain the family member’s futures. In this 

circumstances  children are suffering  lot in the situation of family do not have 

male people and also expecting male’s support and affectionate speech for their 

social protection and developments ,for this purpose female will advise to male 

people to give up all their vicious and bad habits ,once their request and advice 

is not understood by them family will fall in the pool of endless sorrow .Female 

will cry and found with sadness once their children are hopeless without 

supports of the male  people in the civil society, for house maintenance and 

give responsibility to the children mothers role is enough but to carry out all 

types of masculine works male’s role is indispensible therefore god gave both 

male and female creature for carry out all types of this social and civil works 

,in this regard male suppose to work hard with female people for accomplish 

family works for protect and make prosperous  family member’s futures needs 

and security. 

 

2. Women’s role is essential 

Since this study has been embraced by so many stories and validated evidences 

of the male people ‘s absence in the family system female people are suffering 

lot ,toward this matter women are working lot and toiling sincerely for the 
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children progress, family developments ,old aged people security ,look after 

husband and relatives relationships .This marvellous duty of them is 

appreciated ,lauded ,trumpeted and praised by the so many social and political 

scientist from western culture to Indian cultures. Family would be found 

incomplete and unpleased unless it has female presences ,in this contemporary 

world and period it is evidenced and revealed a woman would be able  to 

achieve lot and run family without male’s presence ,such capabilities and 

calibre they got due to their credible and enviable education qualifications  and 

astute .This trend and phrase is evolved in the middle of  so many people hearts 

due to male people addiction to lot of immoral habits  and which was attempted 

to rectify by the female people across the global civil societies once it seems to 

be impossible they attempted to strengthen their personal calibre and capacity 

to strengthen family system and developments without leaning on male people 

support. Simply adamant and  incompatible and indiscipline behaviours of the 

male people have been encouraged and motivated the female people to look 

after all types of civics works adventurously  and actively so female role is 

going vertically  while male role is going downward it is called as ascending 

and descending growth pattern. 

 

3. Inculcating Political Awareness  

In every family of Indian social system women were empowered by 

government special law, which has encouraged and motivated them to do all 

types of family and agricultural works. Their role in the present social system 

have been found lot and vast toward strengthening civic culture and social 

value, in this way their role in family developing, educating children, 

protecting family value, dignity and inculcating political education and 

political awareness have been contributed mammoth to be India’s political 

development. In recent or contemporary Indian politics there are plenty of 

political awareness are increased lot due to women’s systematic role in the 

family developments, their role regarding to casting vote, choosing right 

candidate, choosing good government, political party and establishing good 

society have been applauded by so many social scientist and honoured by many 

rulers.  In their social life they have been doing multiple munificent and 

mammoth social service and political service, than male people this women 

will be used to take care on whole family system thereby social development, 

civic integrity, knowledge development, education improvement, social 

awareness and increasing and inculcating political knowledge to their family 

members as to select good government have been as a routine job of them. 

They do structured job for make good political system and Social System 

SN Women Role Types Gesture         Remarks 

1 Running Family  

Customary 

Positive 

Activities  

Socialism 

and  

nationalism 

2 Caring Children  

Customary 

Positive 

Activities 

Socialism 

and 
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nationalism 

3 Teaching Social    

 and  Political    

 issues to their 

Children 

 

 

Customary 

 

Positive 

Activities 

 

Socialism 

and 

nationalism 

 

4 

 

Imbibing 

Morality and 

Ethics 

 

 

 

Customary 

 

Positive 

Activities 

Socialism 

and 

nationalism 

5 Producing 

Responsible 

Citizen 

 

Customary 

Positive 

Activities 

Socialism 

and  

nationalism 

This table is illustrating about their responsible and customary role in the 

present conflictive social system of India, have been shining without fear and 

fearing to any host country’s military threatening and attack due to an efficient 

women role in India’s social and political fields thereby still India has been as 

one of the biggest democratic country as well as unshakable military power in 

the South Asian Continent. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Temple will not be as a temple unless it has priest and idol like this family will 

not be as a family unless it has responsible male and female people ,in this 

regard they have to work hard together and found coeternally and coexistence 

in terms to saving and nurturing family system. Entire society is generated and 

made by two people’s presence their role must be existing ever since without 

gap and stop for the descendant  progress and successor developments, by their 

mistakes innocent children and their defendant should not be harmed and 

spoiled so women role is priceless in the family system with that male people 

have to match and attach with them for make an amenable and accountable 

family system ,female would like to control means’ characters and psychology 

with aim to make positive things and characters in all family system that must 

be understood by them and begin to be cordial and mutual with them without 

any misunderstanding and gossip . 
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